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Specific text from WMO Commission for Hydrology 
2008-2012 work programme:-

• Prepare guidance material on drought 
forecasting and indices, including quantifying

Specific text from WMO Regional Association VI 
hydrology programme:-

forecasting and indices, including quantifying 
uncertainties         
• Collate examples of experience and comment 
on wider usage potential

• Review of European drought and water scarcity 
observatories and programmes 
• Assessment of meteorological and hydrological 
drought forecasting 
• Drought impacts in river hydrology and ecology



The Unified Model –
‘seamless’ across timescales

Examples of 4-6 month precipitation 
outlooks, issued October 2010

Long range outlooks
from UK Met Office as a
WMO Global Producing Centre



Percentage changes in annual 
(top), winter (middle) and 
summer (bottom) precipitation 
at 10%, 50% and 90% 
probability levels for the 2080s 
under medium emissions 
scenario

from UK Climate Projections 09



Index river flow sites in England & Wales
in relation to past flow statistics

Index groundwater level sites for 
major aquifers



England & Wales reservoir stocks – monthly assessment                



Lehner & Döll, 2001

Modelled drought frequencies and water availability

Meigh et al. 1998

Diff i bi d f d

Change in frequency of the 2000 
100-year drought by 2070s

Differences in combined surface and 
groundwater availability between 
1961-1990 and 2050 under a climate 
change projection accompanied by 
higher water demand: water stress 
indicated by brown and yellow 
(negative) values



Drought management plans

EU                              Environmental Regulator                    Water Utility  



Example from UK environmental regulator’s drought management plan 
showing sources of information



Example from a UK 
water utility’s drought 
management plan 
showing actions in times 
of potential drought



• Compelling hydrological need for evaluation of a range of 
drought indices & drought forecasting methods for potential

Some concluding remarks in relation to the IDMP

drought indices & drought forecasting methods for potential 
use beyond their original destination – can they be 
transposed more widely for early practical benefit 
elsewhere?

• Attention to existing ongoing hydrological risks posed by 
weather & climate variability should not be overwhelmed by 
attention to potential longer term climate change effects

• Rapprochement between organisations and disciplines 
welcome:  a new initiative should, however, aim to advance
beyond this and be greater than sum of its parts


